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Project
Purpose
The Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project
(LBFP) was initiated by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) in July 2018. The focus was on
hearing the diverse opinions of key
stakeholders, community groups,
neighbours and visitors to help to shape a
long-term community vision and guide
future management actions and
arrangements for Lake Burrumbeet.
The LBFP was an opportunity for DELWP to
better understand how people currently
view Lake Burrumbeet and the future needs
of local communities and visitors through an
engagement-focused project. People were
asked to identify their current uses of Lake
Burrumbeet and share their ideas and
future aspirations for the Lake during the
public engagement phase, which ran from
January to March 2019.
The Project team recognised that Lake
Burrumbeet is highly significant to the
Wadawurrung Traditional Owners,
represented by the Wathaurung Aboriginal
Corporation (WAC). The WAC were identified
as critical partners and accepted an
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invitation to join the Project Partner Group
(PPG). Nine other government and nongovernment organisations with a stake in
the future of the Lake formed the PPG,
which was established early in the project
and continued until the outputs were
delivered. Working with PPG members
throughout the project helped create
stronger and more trusting relationships
over time between DELWP, PPG members
and the community.
This report summarises the engagement
approach that was used for the LBFP
between July 2018 and June 2019.
Note: implementation of works at Lake
Burrumbeet was out of scope for the LBFP.
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Overview of Engagement
The following engagement principles were also
adopted to guide this work:  

Principles of Engagement
Throughout the LBFP, DELWP committed to put the
community at the centre of the engagement approach
to help us make better and more informed decisions.
This means that the level of public participation is
more likely to match the requirements of the project.
The following engagement principles were adopted
throughout the LBFP:

• DELWP Community Charter (see Appendices)
• Engage@DELWP Framework (see Appendices)
• IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum  

DELWP’s Use of the IAP2 Spectrum

• We will use local knowledge to guide decisionmaking
• We will engage with the most highly impacted
stakeholders where they are, in ways that suit them  

Throughout the LBFP, DELWP was committed to
ensuring that engagement was undertaken to
deliver the promise of the DELWP Community
Charter and was aimed at the ‘Involve’ level of the
IAP2 spectrum.

• Our engagement will be inclusive and respectful of
different opinions  
• We will be honest about what is driving our priorities  

IAP2 public participation... Community at
the centre of decision making at DELWP

• We will inform stakeholders about how their
feedback was used  

DELWP EXAMPLES

PROMISE

LEVELS

INCREASED LEVEL OF INFLUENCE ON THE DECISION

INFORM

CONSULT

INVOLVE

COLLABORATE

EMPOWER

We will keep
you informed

We will listen to
and acknowledge
concerns and
aspirations, and
provide feedback
on how public
input influences
the decision

We will work with
you to ensure your
concerns and
aspirations are
directly reflected
in the alternatives
developed and
provide feedback
on how public
input influenced
the decision

We will look to you
for advice and
innovation in
formulating
solutions and
incorporate your
recommendations
into the decisions
as far as
is possible

We will implement
what you decide

Planning Burning
Advertising
Campaign
Prepare for
Power Outages
Campaign

Reforming the
Victoria Planning
Provisions
Actions for the
Future - Directions for
a new Local
Government Act

Water For
Victoria
Water Plan
Biodiversity
Plan 2036

Geelong Citizens
Jury
The Victorian
Aboriginal
Cultural Fire
Strategy

Engagement
Wheel with
Gunaikurnai Land
and Waters
Aboriginal
Corporation

At DELWP we put the community at the centre of our engagement
approach, to make better and more informed decisions.
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Engagement Process
A project timeline was developed to clearly identify the key stages of the project and to outline expected
outcomes. The summary below identifies key stages of stakeholder and community engagement that
were undertaken.

Summary of Stakeholder and Community Engagement Stages
Stage

Timing

Communication and Engagement Strategy prepared by DELWP

August 2018

DELWP met individually with key stakeholders (project partners) to discuss project
outcomes, timing and to ask for their input and participation

September 2018

Workshops and meetings with key stakeholders (including DELWP) to share project
purpose and scope, to share knowledge, and to seek agreement on the proposed
engagement process

October 2018

Facilitate Project Partner Group workshops with project partners to:
•

collectively share information on the values (historic, environmental, cultural,
indigenous and social), issues and the future use of Lake Burrumbeet

•

develop Project Partner Group Terms of Reference and discuss and reach
agreement on proposed engagement processes

8 November 2018
17 December 2018

Engagement with key stakeholders and targeted user groups to share feedback and
to capture new ideas and feedback through survey completion and submissions.

December 2018 to
31 March 2019

Undertake engagement with broader community

22 January to 31
March 2019

Go live with Engage Victoria website to capture feedback
Family Fun Day at Lake Burrumbeet – a community engagement activity (supported
by partners) to enable the community to obtain information, ask questions and
provide their views on the future of Lake Burrumbeet.

3 March 2019

Submissions through Engage Victoria website encouraged (until 31 March 2019)
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Facilitate Project Partner Group workshop with project partners to review results of
engagement and draft vision and recommendations.

30 April 2019

DELWP finalise key recommendations based on feedback from project partners, key
stakeholders and the community

May 2019

DELWP submit recommendations to DELWP Executive

June 2019

Engagement evaluation and feedback to targeted stakeholder user groups, people
making submissions and general community on process, next steps and how
community views were used

June to July 2019

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project Overview of Engagement
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Engagement with the
Project Partner Group
Due to the wide variety of organisations that have a stake in the current and future
management of Lake Burrumbeet, including the Wadawurrung community, local and state
government as well as volunteer community organisations, a Project Partner Group (PPG)
was established. The PPG played a key role in supporting open and transparent
communication, enabling the exchange of information and perspectives, and over time
building stronger relationships between PPG organisations and between the PPG
organisations and the community.
The viewpoints of the organisations of the PPG strongly guided and informed DELWP when
making decisions while DELWP, as the land manager, was the decision-maker.
The Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project PPG consisted of representatives from the following
groups and organisations:
• Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation
• City of Ballarat
• Central Highlands Water
• Country Fire Authority
• Federation University
• Friends of Lake Burrumbeet Inc.
• Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority
• Lake Burrumbeet Ski and Boat Club
• Parks Victoria
• Victorian Fisheries Authority
The PPG primary role was to:  
• help to design and deliver broad, inclusive and evidence- based community engagement
• better understand the community’s diverse interests as a result of the consultation period
• better understand the Lake’s many values, risks, issues and connections following
desktop analysis and field work
• help DELWP to develop a long-term vision based on the engagement report and the
summary report
• contribute to drafting recommendations (including management arrangements)
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Face to face meetings
The LBFP project team met individually with representatives of each partner organisation
to discuss the project outcomes, timing and to ask for their participation.
The purpose of initially meeting with our project partners individually was to:
• share the project purpose and outcomes    
• share and raise awareness of DELWP’s involvement with other key projects that may
feed into the Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project (e.g. Integrated Water Management
forum, City of Ballarat precinct plan, Cultural Heritage and Environment mapping)
• build collective understanding, share local intelligence/issues and reach consensus on
engaging the wider community
• understand from each partner, what the historic, environmental, cultural, indigenous and
social values are for the site   
• understand what makes a ‘project partner’ and what involvement can look like  
• confirm involvement as project partner and what they might offer as a player in the process  
Following the individual partner meetings, a background information summary report was
prepared to capture emerging themes and what is known about Lake Burrumbeet (key
issues, risks and future uses), timeline of key events and milestones that have occurred at
Lake Burrumbeet and a summary of key legislation governing the management options
at Lake Burrumbeet.
The summary report of values , risks, issues and connections including historic,
environmental, cultural, indigenous and social was available for viewing on the Engage
Victoria project page for those completing the survey (see Appendices).

Partner Workshops
Three partner workshops were held between November 2018 and April 2019 and were
independently facilitated.
Key outputs from the workshops were:
• Background information report that summarised values, risks, issues and connections
including historic, environmental, cultural, indigenous and social
• PPG Terms of Reference (see Appendices)
• Engagement roadmap
• Draft vision statement themes and draft project recommendations
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Engagement with Key Stakeholders
and Community Groups
Key stakeholder and community groups who were not project partners were directly
contacted by phone or letter and invited to be a part of the consultation process by
visiting the Engage Victoria project page and completing the online survey. In addition,
several events and activities were undertaken to ensure that the views and ideas of those
people most impacted by the LBFP were considered. The LBFP team members contact
details were also shared and stakeholders invited to make contact to get more information
or share their views about the project.

Friends of Lake Burrumbeet Inc. Workshop
While the Friends of Lake Burrumbeet Inc. (FoLB) were included as a PPG member
organisation, it was also recognised that it was important to allow further opportunity for
all FoLB members to share new ideas and feedback.
Members of the FoLB were invited to attend a workshop on 22 October 2018 with more
than 20 FoLB members attending the workshop which was held at the Burrumbeet
Soldiers Memorial Hall. This workshop was considered an important part of the project as
neighbouring residents have such high interest levels, possible concerns and valuable
knowledge and information to share about the Lake.
FoLB members were asked to provide feedback on the most important values at Lake
Burrumbeet, uses that should be allowed to occur in the future, issues of most concern and
thoughts on future management arrangements. Results of the workshop were incorporated
into the background summary report which provided a summary of values, risks, issues and
connections including historic, environmental, cultural, indigenous and social.
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Engagement within DELWP
and governance
Internal Stakeholder Group
An internal reference group workshop with DELWP internal stakeholders was held on
21 August 2018 to share the project purpose and scope, to build collective understanding,
share local intelligence and to seek agreement on the proposed community engagement
process. DELWP staff were invited to the workshop on the basis of their knowledge in
Crown land management, flora and fauna, native vegetation, environmental compliance
and their stakeholder connections and general local knowledge.

Project Control Group
A project control group (PCG) was established to ensure that the LBFP project team
maintained connections and reporting with existing projects that impacted the LBFP.
Membership was comprised of local DELWP program managers and the LBFP project
team. Seven PCG meetings were held throughout the life of the project.
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Engagement with the Community
Engage Victoria Survey

Informal feedback captured on the day

An online survey launched on the Engage Victoria
website in January 2019 was the key community
engagement tool. During the eight-week engagement
period, more than 2,500 visitors to the survey page
were recorded and 639 surveys were completed.
The survey was also available in hardcopy format to
enable responses to be gathered from all members of
the community.  

Throughout the family fun day DELWP staff were
able to speak with many members of the community.
Some of the major themes that arose during this
informal feedback gathering have been captured
into a word cloud.

toilet

Family Fun Day at Lake Burrumbeet

block

4WD

campsite

better remove

facilities safety
control artefacts carp

toilets
kids

shooters
removal

use roads

shower

protection

fertiliser

rabbit

The project team received some great feedback
from those who attended the family fun day
demonstrating the value in holding an on-site
community event.
A free family day was organised with support from
the Project Partnership Group on Sunday 3 March
2019. This day was the main community event that
promoted the project and encouraged feedback.
DELWP staff were available to share information
about the LBFP, capture feedback from those in
attendance and to encourage completion of the
online or hardcopy survey.
The event attracted some new audiences who may
not have been aware of Lake Burrumbeet and
encouraged previous visitors to return. There was a
strong emphasis on sharing knowledge about the
Lake’s important cultural, recreational and natural
values. An estimated 250 people visited and enjoyed
a range of free activities on the southern shore of
Lake Burrumbeet, including:
• Wadawurrung Welcome to Country and cultural walk
• BBQ and coffee, face painting, colouring sheets
• The Rookeepers native wildlife display
• Glenelg Hopkins CMA Water bug discovery
• Fishcare fishing demonstration and information

Increased presence at
Lake Burrumbeet Foreshore
“It was a thrill to be involved with the
educational/cultural day at Lake
Burrumbeet today. There was a collection
of like minded people and a sense of
community and purpose. The aboriginal
connection was strong and well
communicated. There was a wide spread
of ages, backgrounds and education - but
that counted for little as we all love the
environs at Lake Burrumbeet. Thank you
for your interest, priority and reaching out
to the folk who most cherish the Lake, as
the future is prepared - and recognised”
DELWP staff spent time at the lake over peak use
times, including the Australia Day long weekend and
in February, alerting visitors to the LBFP and survey.
City of Ballarat and DELWP compliance staff were
also on patrol at these times and shared information
about the LBFP with visitors.

• Forest Fire Management Victoria G-Wagen display
• CFA information trailer
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Communications
The Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project was promoted to the community in collaboration
with project partners.
The project and community survey was launched by DELWP on Australia Day, using
traditional and social media to announce the project and promote a joint compliance
operation at the Lake.
A poster and postcard featuring Lake Burrumbeet was distributed to key residential
areas, libraries, community and information centres, and local businesses including
cafes. Project partners also distributed the poster and postcard at several community
events, including the very popular Ballarat Begonia Festival in March 2019.
To promote the key engagement event, the Family Fun Day, a Facebook event was created
and shared among project partners, media interviews were carried out, newspaper
advertising ran over two weekends, and schools were encouraged to share details of the
event on notice boards and in school newsletters.
The Lake Burrumbeet engagement report, including the community survey results was
released at the end of the project.

Tool

Audience

Internal
Briefing Notes / Fact Sheet / Q and As /
FAQs for CCC

DELWP Staff

Staff Updates and meetings

DELWP Staff

Yammer / ADA newsroom

DELWP Staff

External
Face to face engagement

Partners / Key Stakeholders / community
groups / internal

Written submissions and survey

General community

Media releases / updates / editorial

General community, media

Websites / Engage Victoria

General community

Project updates - Vision 6 / email

Partners/Key Stakeholders

Factsheet/ project postcard / project
poster / colouring pages

General community

Social Media: Facebook / community sites

General community
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Survey Participants
Between January and March 2019, 639 people participated in a survey about the future of
Lake Burrumbeet. Participants of the survey represented a range of age groups and people
from around Victoria and the country.
Their responses reflected that there are people who value the natural environment at Lake
Burrumbeet, using it as a relaxing place to camp, fish and hunt, enjoying the water and the
native vegetation alike.
Participants of the survey see a future where the natural environment in the area is
protected and enhanced, enabling further enjoyment of these activities.
While there are some visitors who like to hunt at the Lake and others who are concerned
about hunting, all appear to value the environment highly and see it as the key to future
enjoyment for all Lake users.

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project
Location and
age groups of
participants.
Shaded areas
indicate the
postcodes where
respondents live.

9%

91

92

Interstate/OS

76

Elsewhere
in Victoria

78

55%
36%

62

Local
day trips

3

80 - 84

70 - 74

65 - 69

60 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - 34

25 - 29

5

20 -24

1

15 - 19

1

10 -14

Under 9

19

22

28

43

49

46

Lake
Burrumbeet

Page 4 / July 2019
136 186 | www.delwp.vic.gov.au
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91 of the 639 respondents provided an explanation for why they do not visit
Lake Burrumbeet, these reasons included:
• Concerns about hunting
• Having moved away from the area
• Issues with the condition and availability of facilities
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What We Heard – Survey Results
Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project
In early 2019 over 600 people
provided DELWP with their
current uses, hopes and
priorities for the future vision
of Lake Burrumbeet. There
are a wide variety of reasons
that people visit the Lake
and they all share a common
appreciation for the natural
beauty and biodiversity of
the area. Most people want
to see the vegetation, water
quality and facilities at the
Lake improved for future
generations.

What would a great day at
Lake Burrumbeet look like to you?

Relaxed social environment

From the activities that users of the lake
claim to enjoy the most, it appears that
Lake Burrumbeet is seen as a valuable
natural asset. Most people feel a great day
includes good fishing, walking, relaxing,
socialising and camping or barbecuing.

Good hunting

215

173
Good fishing

155
Peaceful environment

92
Enjoying the natural environment

90
Enjoying water activities

71
Walking (including dog walking)

69
Outdoor activities

57
Up to date amenities

53
Camping/Barbequing

51
Pristine lake environment

42

Page 1 / July 2019
136 186 | www.delwp.vic.gov.au

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project
Q5. What would you most like to see
and do at Lake Burrumbeet in the future?

Q7. When thinking about the future management
of Lake Burrumbeet - what are the most
important issues that need to be considered?

In the future, users of the Lake have rated enjoying the natural environment
their highest priority. This is consistent with the activities that people enjoy today.

2

The health of the lake water, undertaking re-vegetation
and encouraging community access and recreation are seen
as highest priorities for future management

Enjoying
the natural
environment

3

Conserving the
environment
Fishing

4

Walking
(incl dog walking)

5

Swimming

6
7
8
9
10
11

Preserving
cultural
heritage

Photography,
drawing,
painting
Game
hunting

Camping
Barbequing or
Picnicking

Highest Ranking Activity

Highest Ranking Activity

1

1

Managing
water
quality

Encouraging community
access and recreation

2

Encouraging partnerships with
the local community to improve
biodiversity and community awareness

3

Managing bushfire risk
to the community

4
5
6
7

Encouraging
revegetation
to improve
Providing
biodiversity habitat for
threatened
species

Supporting local
industry and
adjoining land uses

Contributing
to tourism
opportunities
in the region

8

Bird
watching
Exercising

Boating
(Water skiing,
Jet skiing)

9

Other

12
Other
Activity

Page 2 / July 2019
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Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project
What is your vision for the
future of Lake Burrumbeet?

Encouraging community access and recreation

Users of the Lake would like to see it more
widely used, with many of the activities
currently popular promoted and improved
through protection of the environment and
development of facilities.

Conserve the natural environment/wildlife

158
118

127

Ability to hunt/fish

59
Peaceful environment with improved amenities

51
Ability to hunt

48
Providing habitat for threatened species

42
Clean lake with upgraded facilities

35
Relaxed & Safe/Shared recreational space

27
Relaxed social environment

23
More water based activities

18
Contributing to tourism opportunities in the region

18
High water levels

13
Encouraging revegetation to improve biodiversity

13

None

4
Unclear

1
Knowledge of indigenous culture

1
A great fishing spot

1

Page 3 / July 2019
136 186 | www.delwp.vic.gov.au
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Vision for Lake Burrumbeet (Questions 4 & 6)
Participants were given a collage of images to prompt their thinking and responses to the
question ‘What is your vision for the future of Lake Burrumbeet?

Lake users, regardless of their primary reason for visiting, agree that the natural
environment provides the area’s value. A great day at the lake was described as a better
version of what is already there, such as fishing, walking, relaxing and socialising.
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Q4: What would a great day at Lake Burrumbeet look like to you? (open field)

In the future, people hope that community access and recreation will be encouraged, while
at the same time conserving the natural values and wildlife of the Lake.

Q6: What is your vision for the future of Lake Burrumbeet? (open field)
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Future for Lake Burrumbeet (Questions 5 & 7)
Respondents were consistent in their view that enjoying the natural environment, camping
and conserving the natural value of the Lake will be beneficial and that this in turn will
improve the visitor’s experience. Priorities for future management include water quality,
revegetation to improve biodiversity and encouraging community access and recreation.

Q5: What would you most like to see and do at Lake Burrumbeet
in the future? (ranking)

Reading instructions
The LOWER the ranking,
the higher the priority.
1 = highest priority
"Other" receives the lowest
priority for both questions.

Q7: When thinking about the future management of Lake
Burrumbeet, what are the most important issues that need to
be considered? (ranking)
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When thinking about Lake Burrumbeet, I Like, I Wish...
(Question 9 & 10)
Survey participants were asked to share their thoughts and ideas about their likes and
wishes for Lake Burrumbeet. This gave participants the opportunity to share a range of
ideas and feedback.

Q9: When thinking about Lake Burrumbeet, I like... (open field)

Q10: When thinking about Lake Burrumbeet, I wish... (open field)
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When thinking about Lake Burrumbeet, I Wonder... (Question 11)
Survey participants were asked to share their thoughts, questions, and ideas about Lake
Burrumbeet. This gave participants the opportunity to think about different possibilities
for the future of Lake Burrumbeet.

“What a wonderful opportunity this is
for a decision to be made to respect
our native waterbirds and ban the
outdated practice of duck shooting?"

“I wonder whether the cultural
sites are being preserved?”

“Why they still allow duck shooting?”
“If it could be made deeper
so it’s a great fishing lake
and won’t dry up in summer?"

“How we can be involved to
preserve and rehabilitate the
natural environment for the future?”

“If it will ever be the safe,
clean, fantastic lake again!”
“Whether there would be more wildlife
if duck shooting was banned?”
“Why is it neglected and vandalised?"

“Why hunters are allowed
to take it over?”

“How much money game hunters
bring to the community?”

21

“What a fully revegetated lake
would be like?”

“If I will be able to hunt there in the future
as some groups are pushing for a ban on
hunting at a lake I have personally enjoyed
hunting on for all of my adult life.”

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project What We Heard – Survey Results
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Stories about Lake Burrumbeet (Question 10)
By giving survey participants an opportunity to share their stories, the PPG members were
able to better understand what people value, remember and hope for Lake Burrumbeet.
Here is a selection of stories that were shared:

“I went there as a child and remember
Swimming, Camping and Fishing with
my family every summer, plenty of
water, not many boats, clean. Now it’s
the total opposite. Swim with caution
because of the broken glass and other
things that have been dumped in the
waters. When there is water – too many
boats zooming around, no water... Carp”

“It’s a great all-rounder! Fishing, camping,
kayaking, water sports, physical exercise!
You can do everything here!!”

“Last time I was there, we were loving that
we could go out in the tinny fishing whilst the
others did their water skiing. Then we could
all swim to our hearts content. Exiting the
water I cut my foot on glass. Our friends’ kids
wanted to play in a hollow tree and they
couldn't because of broken glass and dirty
nappies in there.”

“Special place and we’re just
discovering all it has to offer. It’s not
well known yet in Ballarat even
though Lucas is on the doorstep.”

22

“I grew up hunting ducks and fishing at
the lake. Never harmed anyone and we
spent loads of money in nearby shops/
hotel/caravan park”

“I have hunted there with my family and
friends many times through the years. My
fondest memory was when I got to meet for
the first time some very close friends over a
camp site on the western side of the lake, we
shared great laughs and stories around a
camp fire and in the days to come all
worked together to fill our bags with ducks.
These people I still hunt with and see very
often today.”

“We went to have a look with our 3 children
and it is stunningly beautiful, but we left
disappointed as there was no were we felt
safe to walk with a 4 year old. There was also
a fair bit of litter.”

“There was a period in my life when
depression set in. Lake Burrumbeet was
very much my saviour, when black dog hit
me, I would often throw my swag in the
boot, grab some basic foodstuffs and
spend a night and day out there. Was
magic, was just up the road, completely
free and back then I much had the place
to myself, a great place to heal.”

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project What We Heard – Survey Results
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Submissions

Future Considerations

In addition to survey results, there were 6 submissions
lodged by a variety of stakeholders including user
groups and some neighbours. Key themes, issues and
recommended future actions that were identified in
these submissions were consistent with those
identified by survey respondents:

• There is a need for mapping and zoning of the
various habitats and culturally significant aboriginal
areas to allow for their conservation and protection

Issues and themes
Cultural Heritage Values

• Control of pest animals including European carp,
rabbits and foxes is required
• The condition of tracks and vehicle access should
be managed to ensure that vehicles cause
minimum damage to the lake surrounds

• Significant disturbance of Aboriginal cultural
heritage and European historic values

• Lake use should be monitored and policed with
respect to occasional issues with rubbish
from visitors

Natural Values

• Remediation of the Lake should include reform of its
governance – including oversight and regulation

• Damage to and removal of vegetation including
significant remnant river red gums
• Erosion, soil disturbance and damage to
vegetation as a result of off-road driving

• The Lake’s water level needs to be managed with a
view to the seasonal and long-term needs of
wildlife and native vegetation.

• Consideration of natural vegetation, including
adequate regeneration of Red Gums and
protection of native species such as grasses and
smaller plants
• Impacts of hunting on duck populations and the
dispersal of other birds.

Recreational values
• There are no links to other regional recreational
facilities such as the Ballarat Bicycle Network and
fishing areas
• Uncontrolled camping, with consequent littering
and insanitary conditions
• Shooting and potential danger to humans and
native fauna.
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Recommendations and Future Vision
for Lake Burrumbeet
Drafting the Vision statement
The PPG met on 30 April 2019 to consider the results from the survey and to develop a
vision for the future management of Lake Burrumbeet. Results from Question 6 of the
survey and feedback and ideas captured at this workshop were used to inform the draft
vision statement for the future of Lake Burrumbeet.
Using themes that were suggested by the PPG, a vision statement was drafted to capture
these key ideas:

Vision for Lake Burrumbeet

The community is proud to share and protect this special part of
Wadawurrung Country; a spiritual, natural and peaceful place that
provides space for all to relax while experiencing the changing seasons.   
Visitors enjoy a range of activities with facilities and access to meet the
needs of a growing community. The rich cultural heritage and wetland
environment is valued and with this understanding a caring connection
that improves the landscape is created.   
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Drafting Recommendations

Recommendation 3

The workshop participants individually documented
key actions or recommendations that would need to
be undertaken to achieve the vision statement. Each
partner group representative then voted on each
action/recommendation to create a prioritised list.

Establish a sustainable and clear management
model which will:

The following list of recommendations suggested by
workshop participants were subsequently approved
by DELWP.

a.

identify budget requirements for future
management

b.

identify and seek funding opportunities  

c.

demonstrate commitment to managing
the Lake  

Approved Recommendations

Recommendation 4

Recommendation 1

Work with neighbours and key stakeholders to
develop a water quality improvement plan to better
manage nutrient inflows. The plan will be informed by:

Undertake a cultural values survey and desktop geomorphological assessment for the lake foreshore to:
a.

b.

c.

ensure culturally significant areas are not
impacted by future management activities
or visitor use
enable main visitor nodes to be assessed for
Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP)
requirements   
provide insights into the potential age and
distribution of archaeological and cultural
material

a.

undertaking biodiversity values and
hydrological assessments  

b.

undertaking carp control studies

Recommendation 5
Protect areas of native vegetation and priority
biodiversity values area by:
a.

managing access to priority areas

b.

implementing targeted weed and pest control
strategies (including carp, rabbits, gorse)

c.

revegetating River Red Gums and priority
species

Recommendation 2
Develop and implement detailed precinct plans for
the main visitor nodes to:
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a.

define management zones and develop
objectives/outcomes for these

b.

provide clarity of what activities are allowed
or not allowed and how they will be managed  

c.

develop and implement a signage and interpretation plan (including education and
interpretation of cultural and environmental
values)  

d.

determine access points, road and trail
network and rationalise what isn’t required  

e.

establish basic facilities over time- eg- toilets,
picnic areas, trails and parking areas with an
associated servicing and maintenance regime  
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Project Outcomes
Project Outputs

Adoption of Recommendations

The key outputs produced at the conclusion of the
community engagement activities and workshops
with the PPG were:

The vision for Lake Burrumbeet and recommendations for future management have been approved
by DELWP Grampians Regional Manager and Deputy
Chief Fire Officer. Each recommendation has a
nominated DELWP business unit responsible for
managing the progress of each recommendation
together with proposed partner organisations.

• Engagement report – including infographic of
survey results
• Vision for Lake Burrumbeet
• Recommendations to DELWP for future
management of Lake Burrumbeet
• Background Information – summary report of
values, risks, issues and connections including
historic, environmental, cultural, indigenous
and social
• Implementation of short term on ground works.

Implementation of Works
Towards the completion of the LBFP, project
planning commenced for delivery of priority works
and measures at Lake Burrumbeet. These works are
being funded by DELWP and include:
• Additional Cultural Heritage Assessments of Lake
Reserve in collaboration with Wathaurung
Aboriginal Corporation
• New compliance operations
• On-ground works to improve basic facilities,
signs and traffic management at Eastern and
Southern shore
• Development of a concept plan for the entire Lake
and precinct plans (including site designs) for the
Southern and Eastern shores at Lake Burrumbeet
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Future Management Opportunities
Future management options for Lake Burrumbeet
are under consideration. One of the outcomes of
the recent community engagement was that the
significant cultural heritage of Wadawurrung
Country is protected, valued and shared, with the
aim of establishing a connection with the broader
community and landscape. Wathaurung Aboriginal
Corporation, as Traditional Owners and a partner
organisation may be well placed to ultimately
manage Lake Burrumbeet. Work will be undertaken
to determine the feasibility of this management
proposal which would enable a transition to a
long-term management arrangement where
Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation would deliver
on the community vision for Lake Burrumbeet.
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Feedback and Evaluation
Feedback and evaluation from PPG members was captured following the completion of
each workshop. Feedback was used to reflect on the processes and to identify opportunities
for improvement.

Workshop 1 feedback
What do you think about what was produced today?

‘A start on decades old issues’

‘That groups are aware
the Lake needs attention’

‘Slow progress. Now have a keen
understanding of the process to find
answers to the management body
to steer future of Lake Burrumbeet.’

‘Still need to develop a joint vision and
understanding about the group/project’

‘I feel that given the diversity of opinions in
the room it was time well spent to establish
the ground rules for the group’

‘Still a long way to go. Still issues to be
resolved especially if managers are not
set in stone’

‘Great initial steps, better clarity about
the groups purpose will be beneficial and
outcomes of project going forward’

‘Lots of good intention and inclusive
talk – little substance/result’

Payments for outputs (controlled)

frown

Have we made ourselves available in a
way that works for you?

meh
10

20

smile
50

20

64

36

18

45

28

How would you rate your overall
experience with us today?

27

46

27

How worthwhile was attending today's
workshop?

30

50

20

Did you feel that you were listened to?
How responsive have we been to your
questions or comments?

9

% of responses
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Workshop 2 feedback

What did you enjoy about your involvement in
the LBFP partner group?

‘Let's get on with it’
‘Excellent facilitation’
‘I’m becoming much more
comfortable, thank you’
‘I applaud attempts at transparency as
that is part of trust. If you are clear as you
can be, that is going to help with trust’

‘Robust discussions’
‘Open minded listening and discussions’
'Hearing a range of views and values with a
process to reach acceptable way forward'

Workshop 3 feedback
General feedback from workshop participants on
what was produced during Workshop 3.

I came here believing...

‘We made headway at last’

What did you not enjoy about your involvement
in the LBFP partner group?

‘That all things can be resolved’
‘Nothing’
‘It is all a lot more complicated
than it may appear’

‘Time commitment – fitting long
sessions into my calendar’

‘DELWP had more on the ground
resources to manage Lake Burrumbeet’

‘It’s hard to get all voices together’

‘The locals know best’

‘Not all interest groups are represented’

I leave here knowing...
‘Priority actions’
‘The community feeling a
connection to Lake Burrumbeet’
‘Lake Burrumbeet has a lot to offer
the local/regional community’

What questions do you now have?
‘How will resolutions of conflicts
between different interests/points
of view be managed’
‘Can Lake Burrumbeet be
properly funded and managed?’
‘What’s next?’

‘There is a great opportunity to
get and feel more connected to
Lake Burrumbeet’
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‘Resources for capital and
operation to properly manage
and care for Lake Burrumbeet’
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References
In addition to documents that have been generated throughout the Project, knowledge and
information from the following documents has been considered.
• Lake Burrumbeet Landscape Master Plan Report, 2003 (City of Ballarat)
• Future Options for Lake Management, 2010 (Department of Sustainability and Environment)
• Lake Burrumbeet Management Statement, January 2016 (DELWP)
• Ballarat City Integrated Water Management Plan, October 2017 (Central Highlands
Water, City of Ballarat, Corangamite CMA)
• Options for the control of Carp in Lake Burrumbeet, June 2017 (Arthur Rylah Institute
and DELWP)
• Lake Burrumbeet Rapid values site assessment, 2018 (DELWP)
• The Burrumbeet Plan, Our community towards 2040, August 2018 (City of Ballarat)
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Appendices
Appendix A: DELWP Community Charter

DELWP community charter

Our promise to you
Our community charter describes what you can expect from the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP). We recognise that communities
are diverse. We will work with you to deliver services that support liveable, inclusive
and sustainable communities and thriving natural environments.
What you can expect of us In all aspects of our work and interaction with the public, we will

Be available

Speak
and listen

Take action

Energy
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Delivering on our promise
The community charter is the beginning of our work,
not the end – and is only as good as its implementation
on the ground. DELWP will be working with you to make
this work at a practical level throughout Victoria.

When the charter is working
You will tell us we have communicated openly and honestly

Place-based
community focus

Talk to you where you live, work and play and be visible
in local communities

Accessibility

Make sure we are easy to contact and our information is
straightforward and available in a variety of ways

Flexibility

Respect the way you want to work with us, and adapt our approach
according to local needs

Active listening
and understanding

Listen to and understand your views and needs and respect
different opinions

Honesty and
transparency

Be honest about what’s driving our priorities, what we can and can’t
promise to do, our timelines and why decisions have been made

We want your feedback on how we are doing, so we know if we are
delivering on our promise. It helps us understand your experience and
better meet your needs.

Clarity and
purposefulness

Be clear why and how we are engaging, making sure we give you
real opportunities to influence and make a difference

Phone DELWP Customer Contact Centre 136 186

Timely
and proactive

Talk to the community as early as we can, responding quickly to
issues and feedback

If you are deaf, or have a hearing impairment or speech impairment, contact us through
the National Relay Service on 133 677 or visit www.relayservice.com.au

Consistency

Ensure we are consistent in the way we approach decisions

Closing the loop

Inform communities about the outcomes of projects and if our plans
change we will let you know when this happens and why

Environment

You will be clear about what we do, who your local contacts are
and how we can help
You will be open with us and tell us about your issues and aspirations
You trust us to do our jobs and to work with you
You feel included and that you are part of the decision-making process

Your feedback

Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm

Find out more

Land
Management

Water and
catchments
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Cities
and towns

Visit delwp.vic.gov.au/communitycharter

Local
infrastructure

Suburban
development

Climate
change

Fire and
emergencies
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Appendix B: Engage@DELWP Framework

Engage@DELWP
OUR ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
At DELWP we are passionate and committed to caring for the natural and built environment
in partnership with our stakeholders and communities. Engage@DELWP will support us to deliver
on the Community charter through the following four pillars:

OUR ROLES
• All staff have clearly defined roles,
responsibilities and accountabilities
• Executives and management lead by
promoting, supporting and resourcing
effective engagement
• Engagement is part of everybody’s role
• Engagement practice is supported by
internal specialists

OUR PRACTICE
Our engagement practice is:
• Based on principles and existing experience
• Meaningful and appropriate for our
stakeholders and communities
• Tailored for the range of purposes including:
decision making, building relationships,
building capacity
• Inclusive and provides opportunities for
broad and diverse participation
• Evaluated, to help us improve
• Collaborative and supported by knowledge
management

OUR
RELATIONSHIPS

OUR PEOPLE
• Training programs support improved
engagement practice

• Principles and a shared language support
our relationships

• Networks support connection and reflective
practice to foster ongoing learning and
development

• Strengthening our relationships is a priority

• Internal collaboration between groups is
increased

• Our ways of working are adaptable so
that we work better together and with our
partners, other agencies, organisations,
groups and communities

• Staff have confidence and are supported to
have courageous conversations, take risks
and try something new
• Engagement experiences are shared and
good practice is celebrated

• Committed to closing the loop regardless
of the purpose or scale of engagement

OUTCOME

OUTCOME

OUTCOME

OUTCOME

Our roles and responsibilities
are clearly understood

Our approaches are flexible and our
engagement is consistently high quality

Our people engage confidently
and feel supported

Our partnerships and
relationships are strong

Energy
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Environment

Land
Management

Water and
catchments
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Cities
and towns

Local
infrastructure

Climate
change

Fire and
emergencies
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Appendix C: Project Partner Group
Terms of Reference

Purpose of the Project Partner Group

Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project Partner
Group- Terms of Reference (Working Draft)

The viewpoints of the organisations of the PPG will
guide and inform DELWP when making decisions.
DELWP, as the land manager, will retain its decisionmaking authority.

Introduction

The Project Partner Group will

The Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project is an opportunity
to better understand the current status and future
needs of local communities and visitors to Lake
Burrumbeet through an engagement-focused project.

• help to design and deliver broad, inclusive and
evidence- based community engagement

This project will deliver five key products for Lake
Burrumbeet:

• better understand the community’s diverse
interests as a result of the consultation period
• better understand the Lake’s many values, risks,
issues and connections following desktop analysis
and field work

1.

Engagement report

2.

Community vision

• help DELWP to develop a long-term vision based on
the engagement report and the summary report

3.

Summary report of values, risks, issues and
connections including cultural, environmental,
social and economic

• contribute to drafting recommendations (including
management arrangements)

4.

Recommendations to the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
Grampians Regional Director on the future
management arrangements that will best
achieve the community vision i.e. the
organisation or partnership best placed to
manage the reserve’s special values and meet
community and stakeholder needs

Due to the wide variety of organisations represented
and the inclusion of local and state government
levels as well as volunteer community organisations,
the PPG plays a key role in supporting open and
transparent communication, enabling the exchange
of information and perspectives, and over time
building stronger relationships between PPG
organisations and between the PPG organisations
and the community.

5.

Interim operations plan

These products will be informed by project partners,
the community, legislation and evidence.
Significant involvement and work has occurred on
the reserve by a range of groups and organisations
over many years. To ensure this local knowledge and
commitment is considered when undertaking this
project, DELWP has established the Lake
Burrumbeet Futures Project Partner Group (PPG).
DELWP recognises that this project requires a
partnership approach with the Traditional Owners,
the Wadawurrung, and wants to work collaboratively
with relevant local and state government authorities,
neighbours and interest groups. We also want to
hear about the experiences and views from other key
stakeholders, diverse local communities and the
many visitors from across our region and beyond.
The project was to be completed by the end of 2018,
however this has been extended in response to
partner feedback that community engagement be
held over the peak visitor period. The project will now
deliver on the five key products above by 30 June 2019.
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Opportunity
The funding allocated to this project is limited to
delivery of the five products listed in the introduction,
including DELWP staff time. There is no funding
currently available to implement on-ground
changes, however there is potential to use outcomes
of the project to develop grant applications and
apply for funding from other sources to progress
management actions in a staged approach.
Issues raised by the PPG organisations that are
relevant to DELWP but beyond the scope of this
project will be noted and communicated to the
appropriate program area in DELWP.
DELWP will use its Community Charter to inform this
work and provide:
• An independent facilitator for PPG workshops
• Administrative support, suitable meeting venues
and catering
• Appropriate, timely and relevant information
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• A respectful listening and learning environment for
views of all community and stakeholders
• Prompt and clear responses to concerns of the
community

are encouraged to review this Terms of Reference
and previous meeting documents available from
DELWP prior to their attendance. A shared document
library will be established by DELWP to aid
information sharing.

On behalf of their respective organisation, each PPG
representative will:

Partners are expected to:

• Attend PPG meetings as required, when possible

• Represent our community, look for an outcome that
reconciles what the community wants for better
and sustainable management of the lake’s values

• Provide advice, support and ideas to the
project team

• Understand and influence strategic decisions

• Provide input to the stakeholder and community
engagement plan and assist with the engagement
delivery, as available

• Articulate what the role of a partner is, and limits
on what they can do or can’t do and what is and is
not possible

• Promote and champion the project through their
organisation and networks using project key
messages

• Inform decisions and act upon them- for the
benefit of the lake and its users

• Assist with coordinating their organisation’s review
and input to draft documents

• Seek out funding opportunities using the shared
voices of the partner group
Attendees should:

Project Partner Group membership and
meeting attendance
Organisations represented on the PPG include:
• DELWP
• Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation
• City of Ballarat
• Central Highlands Water
• Parks Victoria
• Victorian Fisheries Authority
• Country Fire Authority
• Glenelg Hopkins CMA
• Friends of Lake Burrumbeet
• Burrumbeet Ski and Boat Club
• Federation University
• Other groups as required including Bunanyung
Landscape Alliance
PPG meetings are to be open to any members of the
organisations listed above at any time. To assist in
building a bank of knowledge created through
regular attendance at PPG meetings, new attendees
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• Possess a broad understanding of key issues in the
Lake Burrumbeet area
• Have strong networks to ensure the views of the
broader community are represented
• Bring information to the table and build on
community and partner perspectives –
information sharing is expected to be two-way
• Believe and demonstrate that there are shared
benefits to be gained from working together.
• Be clear about the basis for contributions- are they
based on opinions, beliefs, assumptions or evidence

Meetings
DELWP will arrange meetings and provide
administrative support. DELWP will nominate a
person to perform secretarial duties.
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Frequency and timing of meetings
The PPG will meet according to key milestones (stages 2, 3, 5 and 6 in the following table).
Stage

Description

Timing

1

DELWP meet individually with potential partner organisations to
discuss project outcomes, timing and to ask for their input and
participation.

September and October 2018

2

PPG meet to share information on the values, issues and potential
future use of Lake Burrumbeet, discuss role of PPG and give
suggestions for the engagement process.  

8 November 2018

3

PPG meet to finalise PPG Terms of Reference and the Project
Engagement Roadmap.

17 December 2018

4

Community engagement undertaken on site and online, enabling the
public to obtain information, ask question and provide their views

January and February 2019

5

PPG meet to evaluate and discuss findings of community
engagement

March 2019

6

PPG meet to consider options for management arrangements
based on community feedback and the values report

April or May 2019

7

DELWP submit recommendations to Regional Director

June 2019

8

DELWP to provide feedback to PPG and broader community on
the final project recommendations and subsequent actions

June–July 2019

Additional meetings may be convened as required, with notice given at least two weeks prior. Meetings will
generally be held during working hours at Burrumbeet Soldiers Memorial Hall.

Agendas
A draft agenda will be compiled by the independent
facilitator and distributed by DELWP at least 2 weeks
before the scheduled meeting for review by members.
The final agenda will be distributed 1 week before
each meeting. Agenda items will be given priority,
but there will be opportunities to raise items in
‘General Business’ on the day.

Decision making process
PPG members have agreed to recognise different
levels of decision-making based on the importance
of decisions. For example, the level of agreement for
high risk/high regret decisions should be assessed.
A low risk/low regret will be a majority vote (with one
representative from each organisation). Be clear
about the basis for decisions- are they based on
opinions, beliefs, assumptions or evidence?
The PPG will use the 5L scale (Loathe – Lament –
Live – Like – Love) to confirm decisions and the
group agrees to understand and document any
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objections i.e. identify why people are not in
agreement with a decision. The PPG can revisit those
aspects that members object to at a later date, if
required i.e. where members can ‘live with it’ changes
may still be negotiated.
Members must work within the project negotiables.
DELWP does not have pre-conceived ideas about a
suitable public land management model. Who is best
placed to manage the reserve in the future will be
informed by the community’s long-term vision, the
Lake’s values and relevant legislation and regulations
for Crown Land. This project will ultimately produce
recommendations for the most appropriate and
sustainable land management organisation and
these will go to DELWP’s Regional Director in the
Grampians Region. The final decision-maker and
approver of the recommendations is the Minister for
Environment, Energy and Climate change.
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Records
Meetings may be recorded and a summary produced.
Draft documents will be available for review within
three weeks of a meeting taking place (or earlier if
possible). These products may also be made available
to the wider community as requested.

• Be open and inclusive, and include the views of
those not at the table
• Acknowledge, respect and build on the knowledge
base that exists
• Listen and learn from others, including other
similar examples

Collaboration Principles

• Look to the future rather than the past

Partner organisations established the following
principles at workshop #1 in November 2018:

• Reach agreement on how we moderate differing
views, then keep to it

• Communicate honestly and respectfully
• Be transparent and share information
• Understand shared interests and how they diverge
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Appendix D: Stakeholder Analysis
Each stakeholder group outlined below was considered based on their capacity to influence the project and
outcomes of the project and also based on their level of impact and interest to Lake Burrumbeet.

Project Partners
Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation  

Glenelg Hopkins Catchment
Management Authority  

Lake Burrumbeet Ski and Boat
Club  

City of Ballarat  

Victorian Fisheries Authority

Federation University   

Friends of Lake Burrumbeet Inc.   

CFA

Parks Victoria  

Central Highlands Water  

DELWP

Key Stakeholders
Neighbours- residential and
farming  

Lake Burrumbeet/Windemere
Racing Club  

Fishing and Grazing licensees  

Burrumbeet Cricket Club  

Lake Burrumbeet Caravan Park
operator  

Other Groups
Pyrenees Shire  

Ballarat and District Aboriginal
Cooperative (BADAC)  

Ballarat Anglers/ Lakeside
Anglers  

Local schools  

Department of Health and
Human Services  

Lake Burrumbeet Caravan Park
residents

Birdlife Ballarat  

Field Naturalists of Ballarat

Game Management Authority

Bunanyung Landscape Alliance

Burrumbeet Landcare Group /
Emu Creek Landcare Group

Ballarat Field and Game Australia  

Friends of Canadian Corridor

Arthur Rylah Institute  

Department of Jobs Transport
and Resources - Agriculture
Victoria

Youth and Seniors Groups  

Lake visitors - tourists

Southern Rural Water

Victoria Police including Water
Police

Four Wheel Victoria

Cardigan Village Hall Committee

  Sport and Recreation Victoria

  Ballarat Yacht Club

Burrumbeet Soldiers Memorial
Hall Committee  
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Media
Local Print media- Ballarat
Courier, Ballarat Times,  

ABC Radio Ballarat, WIN TV
News, Power FM radio

Local Communities
Cardigan Village, Lucas, Mitchell
Park and local communities  
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Local community in Ballarat area  
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Local businesses e.g. McCains
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Appendix E: Communications & Engagement Tools
Tool

Audience

Internal
Briefing Notes / Fact Sheet / Q and As / FAQs for
CCC

DELWP Staff

Staff Updates and meetings

DELWP Staff

Yammer / ADA newsroom

DELWP Staff

External
Face to face engagement

Partners / Key Stakeholders / community groups /
internal

Written submissions and survey

General community

Media releases / updates / editorial

General community, media

Websites / Engage Victoria

General community

Project updates - Vision 6 / email

Partners/Key Stakeholders

Factsheet/ project postcard / project poster /
colouring pages

General community

Social Media: Facebook / community sites

General community
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Appendix F: LBFP Background
Summary Report
Overview
The background information has been prepared by
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) on behalf of the Lake Burrumbeet
Futures Project - Project Partner Group. This report
summarises emerging themes and what is known
about Lake Burrumbeet for the purpose of providing
background information and context to the Lake
Burrumbeet Futures Project.
The report provides a synthesis of feedback
obtained from representatives of the Project Partner
Group organisations – DELWP, Wathaurung
Aboriginal Corporation, City of Ballarat, Central
Highlands Water, Country Fire Authority, Federation
University, Friends of Lake Burrumbeet Inc, Glenelg
Hopkins Catchment Management Authority, Lake
Burrumbeet Ski and Boat Club, Parks Victoria, and
Victorian Fisheries Authority.
The Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project has been
launched by DELWP to ask community groups,
residents and visitors to help shape a long-term
community vision, which will guide future
management arrangements for Lake Burrumbeet. If
you would like to contribute or learn more, visit
engage.vic.gov.au/lake-burrumbeet-futures

Key Values
Cultural and historic values
Lake Burrumbeet is part of the traditional lands of
the Burrumbeet Balug clan, of the Wadawurrung
people. The name Burrumbeet means “muddy
water” in the Wadawurrung language. The lake with
its sandy embankments, large sheltering trees, fresh
water creek and rich plant and animal resources
provided an excellent camp for the Wadawurrung
people who were known to inhabit this area.
Burrumbeet is part of the cultural fabric of the
Wadawurrung people with ancient stories about this
particular landscape surviving and informing the
living Aboriginal culture that continues today.
Lake Burrumbeet’s European cultural heritage can
be traced back to 1838 when Thomas Learmonth
and his brother took up the Ercildoune squatting run
to the north of the lake. Land use surrounding the
lake has predominantly been agricultural or pastoral
since that time. As populations increased with the
establishment of the town of Burrumbeet and the
influx of people to the region due to the gold rush,
the lake was increasingly used for recreation and in
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1893 the Burrumbeet racecourse was formed. In the
mid 1900’s the lake depth was increased by
alteration to the weir, which resulted in a more
permanent water holding basin.
The key cultural and historical values identified by
partners were:
• Aboriginal sites, including scarred trees, artefact
scatters, fish traps. A Cultural Heritage Assessment
has recently been undertaken by Wathaurung
Aboriginal Corporation with funding from DELWP.
• The protection of significant sites and scar trees is
a priority.
• The Lake is part of a significant cultural landscape,
at the end of a seasonal travel route of
Wadawurrung people. In addition, Wadawurrung
people displaced from Ballarat during the gold
rush were moved to the Lake. Particular sites are
associated with specific legends and stories. A
Country Plan is soon to be developed by
Wadawurrung and there is great potential for
visitor interpretation of cultural heritage.
The Lake is close to the Avenue of Honour and early
settler homesteads. Basalt foundations in the lake
suggest European use, potentially as a quarry. The
first European mail run is believed to have occurred
from the south to west side of the Lake and the
existence of foundations for a boat shed can be
found near the boat ramp at the southern end.

Natural values
Lake Burrumbeet is a large open water body with a
surface area of approximately 2400 ha. The lake is
characterised by a sand and mud bed with lunettes
and rocky outcrops. Lake Burrumbeet forms part of
the Hopkins River catchment within the Glenelg
Hopkins Catchment Management Authority area.
Flows from Lake Learmonth and Burrumbeet Creek
to the north feed into Lake Burrumbeet. An outlet
structure controls and has modified the flow from
Lake Burrumbeet into the Hopkins River system. The
catchment of Lake Burrumbeet, including Canico
Creek, Burrumbeet Creek and tributaries, has been
highly modified for agricultural, residential and
industrial purposes.
The lake protects many significant flora and fauna
species and their habitat. It is home to a significant
remnant stand of River Red Gum, Eucalyptus
camaldulensis. The River Red Gums and understory
species Plains Sedge Carex bichenoviana, are
associated with both the Plains Grassy Woodland
Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC) and Plains
Grassland EVC. Both EVCs have a bioregional
conservation status of endangered in Victoria.
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The lake provides habitat for a range of species
listed for protection. It is a potential breeding site for
Brolga, Grus rubicunda, and other wetland species
including Freckled Duck, Stictonetta naevosa. It is
also an important site for Pelican, Pelecanus
conspicillatus, and many other wetland bird species
including migratory species. International
conservation effort provides protection to migratory
species through international bilateral agreements
and through the Partnership for the East AsianAustralasian Flyway. A natural values assessment is
currently being undertaken by staff at DELWP.
The key natural values identified by partners were:
• A site of geological interest in the western district
which forms part of the unique lake system of the
western volcanic plains.
• Significant River Red Gums and remnant
vegetation with revegetation efforts contributing
to habitat restoration.
• The Lake contributes to the wider landscape, being
one of several large wetland systems across
Western Victoria important for waterbirds and
migratory species.
• The Lake is also connected to the critically
endangered grasslands of the Victorian
Volcanic Plains.

The key social values identified by partners were:
• Amenity and ambience, with people appreciating
the seasons, picturesque sunrises and sunsets,
plus the variety of vistas.
• A place to connect with nature, get outdoors and
access a large freshwater lake
• Recreational opportunities (both passive and
active). The ability to undertake water based
recreation is a particular drawcard.
• Public open space close to an expanding community
e.g. residential development near Lake Burrumbeet,
specifically Lucas and Cardigan Village. This is likely
to increase visitation to the Lake.
• Lake Burrumbeet attracts visitors from the
neighbouring community (within both City of
Ballarat and Pyrenees Council areas), Ballarat,
western Victoria, greater Melbourne and beyond.
• Neighbors to Lake Burrumbeet come from a
diverse and large area. Close proximity to
Pyrenees Shire Council and a large volume of
neighbors exist on the Western side of Lake
Burrumbeet.Adjoining landholders value being a
good neighbour to the lake and having the lake be
a good neighbour to them.

• Fish diversity is low due to the introduction of carp,
however the site supports an eel fishery and some
native species.

• The area has limited visitor amenities. This was
seen as either a positive or a negative. A former
Caravan Park did exist on the South shore. Notethe scope of this project does not include the
current Lake Burrumbeet Caravan Park)

• Historical drainage altered the Lake’s hydrology
however, despite these changes, it remains a
valuable water body in the region.

• Economic values including fishery, tourism,
agricultural and water storage.

Social values

Key Issues and Risks

The recently released Local Area Plan (The
Burrumbeet Plan – Our Community Towards 2040,
City of Ballarat 2018) acknowledges that the serenity
of Lake Burrumbeet and its abundance of wildlife are
cherished by the people of Burrumbeet. The plan
identifies the Lake is the heart of the area, acting as
the centre of local community life as well as drawing
people towards it from further afield for both passive
and active recreation. It further notes the natural
landscape of the area is valued by the community
for its aesthetic beauty, with the lake existing as a
significant and distinctive feature in the open
landscape of the surrounding agricultural land.

Existing and potential challenges at Lake
Burrumbeet identified by partners which may affect
the Lake environment, cultural heritage, public
safety, visitor enjoyment and amenity include:

While Lake Burrumbeet falls within the City of
Ballarat local government area it is important to
note that the lake sits on the boundary of the
Pyrenees Shire local government area.
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Public safety
• Anti-social behaviour including rubbish dumping,
destruction of cultural heritage and tree removal for
firewood, vandalism of visitor infrastructure, illegal
off-road driving, uncontrolled dogs (safety concerns)
and disturbance to other users. Without adequate
enforcement, this impacts public perception of the
Lake and stops people from visiting.
• Risks to public safety from aging trees and falling
limbs. The eastern side of the lake (south of the
racecourse) contains a plantation of senescing,
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mature pine trees. The River Red Gums are
currently being monitored by DELWP in
consultation with the Wathaurung Aboriginal
Corporation to minimise the risks to public safety
and ensure hazards are dealt with appropriately.
• A lack of formal fire pits and unattended campfires
increasing the potential for fire escape.
• Impacts both on and potentially from neighbours
e.g. from visitors, fire, weeds. For example,
adjoining landholders are being approached by
the public for bogged vehicle recovery.
• Safety on water, noting there are rocks in the lake
which is why boating zones are identified. At a level
of 1.1 metres below full, the lake speed limit is
dropped to 5 knots. At a level of 1.6 metres below
full, the lake is closed to vessels.

Visitor enjoyment / Amenity

weeds and pests (particularly carp), and habitat
disturbance from illegal activities, grazing or
pugging damage.

Cultural heritage
• Protecting sites of cultural significance, eg River
Red Gums, scar trees and pine tree planation on
Eastern side of lake

Management arrangements
• Confusion about who is managing what given
there are multiple land managers and the roles
and responsibilities aren’t clearly identified.
• The timing and adequacy of fuel reduction at the
reserve.
• A lack of scientific data to inform us about the lake
and provide evidence of change or threats.

• Resourcing for maintenance by providing both the
required funding and workforce, upgrades to
visitor facilities (especially toilets), and compliance
(especially on weekends).

Future Uses

• Conflicting or competing use such as recreational
use which impacts on natural values or active
recreation competing with passive enjoyment.

• Visitor interpretation of the local ecology, culture
and heritage, geology.

• Public access to the reserve, including seasonal or
permanent road closures, pedestrian access to the
shoreline around the Lake and access to the water.
The quality of the road on the west shore is a
concern and there are limited linkages to other
visitor sites. On the south shore, less than a third of
the beach can be accessed due to reeds.

Environmental
• Maintaining water quality and water regime. The
lake can have high nutrient levels which can cause
algal blooms in the lake from time to time. Also the
flows to Burrumbeet Creek have been highly
modified in recent decades.
• Climate change impacts. During periods of drought
the lake can dry out, generating challenges which
may include colonisation by Fairy Grass, increased
potential for fire hazard, fish death incidents, illegal
use of vehicles on the lake bed, increased incidence
of bogged vehicles and the loss of amenity and
boating events (water activity).
• Other threatening processes – habitat
fragmentation, erosion from both illegal off-road
vehicles and wave action against the shoreline,
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Potential future uses at Lake Burrumbeet identified
by partners include:

• Conservation and environmental research, with
the potential for a nature corridor or biolink across
forest and grasslands or connecting drainage
lines.
• Cultural activities.
• The involvement of schools and educational
opportunities.
• Paths linking to the Skipton Rail Trail and Cardigan
Village.
• A variety of recreational activities, subject to
conditions and visitor infrastructure
–– Walking, cycling, bird watching
–– Bush camping, picnicking, fishing from the
shoreline
–– Dog walking and hunting (with views for and
against)
–– On and in-water activities e.g. swimming,
boating.
• Licensed use including commercial eel fishing,
grazing and water extraction.
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Timeline of Key Event and Milestones
Date

Event/Milestone

Pre European settlement

Wadawurrung people are the Traditional Owners of the land at Lake
Burrumbeet and recognised as the primary guardians, keepers and knowledge
holders of Aboriginal cultural heritage.

1838

European settlement reported to have commenced at Lake Burrumbeet with
camping and squatting occurring around the Lake

1840

Lake bed reportedly dry for several successive summers

1982

Lake Burrumbeet recommended by LCC for permanent reservation for
conservation which allows for uses including recreation, wildlife conservation,
scientific study, water supply, drainage and conditional use for low intensity
grazing and commercial eel fishing.

2003

Lake Burrumbeet Master Plan developed by City of Ballarat (CoB). Estimated
cost for implementation was $1.8M

2004

Lake dries completely

2007

CoB review ongoing management arrangements of a dry lake and conduct
community and stakeholder consultation on proposal to transfer management.

2009 - MAY

The Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation (WAC), trading as Wadawurrung, was
accorded Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) status on 21st May 2009. WAC was
incorporated under The Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976 to act on
behalf of and represent the interests of all Wadawurrung people.

2010

Lake Burrumbeet Management Statement – Drying Lakes released (DSE)

2010 - 2011

Lake fills

2011

Expressions of Interest to create a Committee of Management for the South
Shore – no applications received

2012 - FEB

Lake Burrumbeet Reserve Management Review Committee formed and Lake
Burrumbeet – Current management and proposals (2012-17) drafted by CoB
and DSE. Actions agreed to by CoB to be completed prior to surrender, plus
new/emerging issues raised.

2013

Land and Fire Division Project Plan prepared for Lake Burrumbeet (DEPI).

2013 - OCT

Draft management statement sent to CoB who indicated support for the plan
and requested discussion with DEPI regarding regulations and enforcement.

2013 - NOV

Agreement on interim compliance arrangements for the 2013/14 summer was
reached between DEPI, CoB and Vic Police (plus post program debrief).

2014 - MAY

DEPI surveyed key lake supporters and users on draft management statement

2015 - JUNE
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Date

Event/Milestone

2015 - LATE

Blue green algae blooms, fish deaths (3 from Dec 2015 into early 2016).

2016 – FEB

Carp harvesting undertaken (one-off with no intention to continually harvest).
Carcasses removed near Caravan Park by CoB and its contractors.

2016 - MAY

Lake Burrumbeet Carp Management Project reviews intervention options

2016 - JUNE

Tree damage including registered scar tree felled. Cameras installed

2018 - JUNE

DELWP commences Lake Burrumbeet Futures Project

2018 - SEPT

Burrumbeet Plan: Our Community Towards 2040 released by CoB (project
commenced 2016)
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Legislative Framework Summary
Regulations specific to Lake Burrumbeet were
declared 3 May 1972 (Government Gazette No. 30).
Within these regulations the manager of the lake can
determine how the lake is vused including the siting
and authorisation of camping, fireplaces, public
events and vehicles.
The appropriate use of the lake, as guided by
legislation and council local laws and regulations, is
monitored by authorised officers from the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP), Victoria Police, Victorian Fisheries
Authority, Game Management Authority, Aboriginal
Affairs Victoria and the City of Ballarat.
The key governance documents that direct
management options for Lake Burrumbeet:
• The Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 provides for
the reservation, protection and management of
Crown land and the appointment of committees of
management. The lake and adjoining shoreline
reserve of 2,607 ha is Crown land permanently
reserved for public park and recreation under this
Act. See Box 1 for detail on the reservation
recommendations.
• The Land Conservation (Vehicle Control)
Regulations 2013 determines offences in relation to
motor vehicles on public land. Under this Act, off
road driving is prohibited.
• The Ballarat Planning Scheme (see Box 2), Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG), and the
Wildlife Act 1975 and associated regulations protect
native flora and fauna. The lake is a potential
breeding site for the FFG listed Brolga, Grus
rubicunda, and other FFG wetland species
including Freckled Duck, Stictonetta naevosa.
• The Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 protects nationally listed
threatened species, migratory species and
ecological communities. The remnant vegetation
around Lake Burrumbeet is associated with the
Victorian Volcanic Plain (VVP) ecological
communities of Natural Temperate Grassland and
Grassy Eucalypt Woodland. Both of these
communities are listed as critically endangered
under this Act.
• The Fisheries Act 1995, Wildlife Act 1975 and Game
Management Authority Act 2014 provide for the
protection and legal take of certain fish and game
species. In areas of the lake reserve where hunting
is permitted, this must be in accordance with the
Firearms Act 1996.
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1. Reservation Recommendations
The Land Conservation Council (LCC) was
established to conduct investigations and
make recommendations relating to the
protection and ecologically sustainable
management of public land. Lake
Burrumbeet was included within the Ballarat
Study Area Report 1982 (LCC 1982), and was
recommended for permanent reservation
under section 4 of the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act 1978 for conservation which
allows for uses including: recreation, wildlife
conservation, scientific study, water supply,
drainage and conditional use for low
intensity grazing, and commercial eel
fishing.

2. Ballarat Planning Scheme
Lake Burrumbeet is zoned Public Park and
Recreation under the City of Ballarat
Planning Scheme. The Environmental
Significance Overlay and the Significant
Landscape Overlay provides for the
protection of vegetation by making it an
offence to destroy living or dead vegetation
without a permit. City of Ballarat have
considered a potential amendment to the
Environmental Significance Overlay,
underpinned by research. An Erosion
Management Overlay applies to the edges
of the lake to protect against inappropriate
earthwork activities.
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• The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 protects
Aboriginal cultural heritage and defines areas
within 200m of the shoreline of the lake as areas of
high Aboriginal cultural sensitivity. All Aboriginal
places in Victoria, registered or unregistered, are
subject to this Act and associated regulations,
which provide for the protection and management
of Aboriginal cultural heritage. Registered Aboriginal
Parties (RAPs) hold decision-making responsibilities
for protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage in
specified geographical areas. The RAP for Lake
Burrumbeet is Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation
(see Box 3). The Commonwealth’s Native Title Act
1993 also recognises and protects the traditional
rights and interests of Aboriginal people.
• The Heritage Act 1995 protects historic nonAboriginal heritage.
• The Marine Safety Act 2010 provides for the
regulation of vessel activities and appointment of
waterway managers. The City of Ballarat are the
waterway manager for Lake Burrumbeet under
this Act (see Box 4).
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3. Cultural Heritage Management
The Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation
(WAC), trading as Wadawurrung, is the
Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) for
Wadawurrung country. As such, WAC has a
statutory role in the management of
Aboriginal heritage values and culture within
the region and their responsibilities include
evaluating Cultural Heritage Management
Plans, providing advice on applications for
Cultural Heritage Permits, making decisions
about Cultural Heritage Agreements, and
providing advice or application for interim or
ongoing Protection Declarations.

4. Waterway Management
The City of Ballarat, as the designated
waterway manager for Lake Burrumbeet, is
responsible for the safety of boating activity
on waterways under their control. Lake
Burrumbeet is shallow and low rainfall can
affect the volume of water in the lake. The
City of Ballarat, in conjunction with the Lake
Burrumbeet Ski Club, monitor and record
lake water depth as a ‘level below full’ to
ensure public safety around use of speed
boats and skiing.
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